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Introduction	
  
Our dCache cluster consists of head nodes and 60 pool nodes. On each pool node, there are pools for different
VOs. Bw32-1 is one of these pool nodes, containing disk-only data for Atlas, Alice, and LHCb. The pool node is
one of 36 Supermicro H8SGL-F based storage servers with 24 disks in the front and 12 in the back. The disks are
configured as 3 RAID6 arrays of each 12 disks, together bundled into a RAID0 array, so effectively it’s RAID60.
On January 15, 2015, the backplane of bw32-1 to which the 12 backside disks are attached, apparently failed. After
replacement the RAID0 was lost. Efforts to recover the RAID6 array that had gone missing from the RAID0 were
unsuccessful. We had to declare all files on the storage node lost and provided lists of the lost files to the
experiments.
After a second replacement of the backplane, a number of disks still couldn’t be reached. Replacing the disks did
not solve this. The vendor discovered that (also) the RAID controller was broken. At the time of writing, the server
has not been redeployed yet; this means we have a slightly reduced storage capacity.

Lessons	
  learnt	
  
	
  

•

•

Insufficient cooling may have been a cause of the hardware failure. During the 13 months that the 36
nodes of this type have been in production, we have noticed that disks in the back of the servers failed
considerably more often than disks in front, although within expected failure rates. Checking the
temperatures of the disks, we observed that the front disks were 30 to 31°C, while the disks in the back
were 40° in the back at the bottom of the rack, and 45° at the top of the rack, where the hardware failure
occurred. This made us suspect that the airflow was not optimal. Our vendor said that the required
maximum temperature of the disks was 60°, but they could not tell us what the temperature requirement of
the backplane was. Colleagues confirmed that overheating might cause backplane failure. Only later we
learned that the RAID controller was broken too, so we haven’t checked that yet. A physical inspection of
the rack showed that airflow was considerably slower and hotter than in adjacent racks. We started
monitoring fan speeds of these 36 nodes, and found that all fans were running at 50 to 60% of full speed.
In a downtime scheduled for February 10, we plan to set all fans to “full speed” in the BIOS settings. We
hope this will prevent recurrence.
We’ve understood that of many files of the experiments there was no redundant copy elsewhere. We
assume that the experiments are aware that T0D1 files are really disk-only on a single server and that any
server can break in such a way that data is lost. Redundancy within a single server (RAID) is no guarantee
against data loss. If valuable single-copy data has been lost, it could be wise for the experiments to review
their data strategy and apply more geo-replication where needed. Still, we do our utmost to prevent this
from happening again.
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Data	
  lost	
  
	
  
Disk pool
bw32-1_alicedisk
bw32-1_atlasdisk
bw32-1_atlasuserdisk
bw32-1_lhcbdisk
bw32-1_lhcbuserdisk
Total

Bytes lost
7,870,123,917,406
34,378,598,022,611
2,574,134,260,389
28,402,139,046,184
4,112,683,643,688
77.337.678.890.278

Files lost
108,553
426,145
45,974
40,988
55,136
676.796

	
  

Timeline	
  of	
  events	
  
Times are in 24h notation CET.
2015-01-15

7:32
7:56
16:42

2015-01-16

2015-01-19
2015-01-20

9:49
12:03
13:54
17:27
17:39
9:15
12:11

2015-01-22

15:33
23:47

2015-01-23

16:00

2015-01-28
2015-01-29

12:38
10:09
15:20
14:35
13:00

2015-02-03
2015-02-09

We noticed Nagios alerts about missing disks, an offline virtual drive and I/O errors to the
storage mount of pool node bw32-1.
We tried a power cycle, and at boot the RAID controller warned about “missing complete
spans” (see photo). We asked the vendor for support.
The vendor had replaced the backplane. After boot the problem remained. The only option
the vendor and we saw was to enter the RAID config utility, and then to import the foreign
config disks. But even when the drives on the backplane were marked as “good”, the RAID
controller saw them as two separate groups of disks. Merging them was not possible.
During efforts to make the disks available, the foreign configuration was cleared; the vendor
saw no way to make the disks accessible.
With hope of recovery lost, we started trying to build a new RAID array.
We failed to create a new array because of I/O errors.
A physical check showed that 5 disks had no light. We reported this to the vendor.
We informed the experiments about the data loss.
We asked the vendor whether the temperature could be a factor in this hardware failure.
By this time, 9 disks had no light and could not be found by the system. The vendor
requested us to reseat those disks. This helped for some disks, but not for the earlier
mentioned 5 disks.
The vendor asked us to replace the 5 disks. We had only 4 spare disks on site so we had to
wait for new spares.
After clearing the 12 rear disks, 8 were “missing”. After each reboot, a different subset of
rear disks appeared to be missing.
We started monitoring the fan speeds and disk temperatures in Ganglia. We set the fan
speed of bw32-1 to full speed. The highest disk temperature dropped from 45 to 39°C.
We tried setting the fan speed with SMCIPMItool, but that didn’t work. The alternative is to
set it in the BIOS at boot, but that requires a downtime.
The backplane was replaced again.
We noticed that disks were still “missing” and reported that to the vendor.
The vendor collected the server for investigation at their office.
The vendor discovered that the RAID controller was broken and ordered a replacement.
Replacement controller has arrived; the vendor will run thorough tests before the machine
is redeployed.
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Thermal	
  camera	
  photos	
  
	
  

Disks at the front of the servers.

Back side of six servers: the higher the hotter.

Disks at the rear.

A chip on the rear backplane (while not in
production).
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Disks almost hotter than power units.
	
  

Temperature	
  probing	
  tools	
  
Getting disk temperature on LSI RAID controller:
# MegaCli -PDList -aALL | grep 'Temperature' | sort | tail
Drive Temperature :40C (104.00 F)
Drive Temperature :40C (104.00 F)
Drive Temperature :41C (105.80 F)
Drive Temperature :41C (105.80 F)
Drive Temperature :41C (105.80 F)
Drive Temperature :41C (105.80 F)
Drive Temperature :41C (105.80 F)
Drive Temperature :42C (107.60 F)
Drive Temperature :43C (109.40 F)
Drive Temperature :43C (109.40 F)
Getting the current FAN speed:
# ipmitool sensor get 'FAN 1' 'FAN 2' 'FAN 3' 'FAN 4' | grep 'Sensor Reading'
Sensor Reading
: 4624 (+/- 0) RPM
Sensor Reading
: 4356 (+/- 0) RPM
Sensor Reading
: 4900 (+/- 0) RPM
Sensor Reading
: 4900 (+/- 0) RPM
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Getting/setting fan speed BIOS setting on a Supermicro (this should work in theory but in our case it
didn’t seem to have any effect on the actual fan speed, not even after a power cycle, so we had to go
through 36 BIOS screens)
# ./SMCIPMITool c-by32-1 ADMIN "$ipmipw" ipmi fan
Current Fan Speed Mode is [ Standard Speed ]
Fan Modes:
0: Standard Speed
1: Full Speed
2: Optimal Speed
3: PUE Optimal Speed
4: Heavy IO Speed
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